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Classical music sentinel “The dozen or so members of the vocal ensemble Stile Antico have been the recipients of many accolades and prestigious 

awards over the years, assigned to many of the fine recordings they've released on the Harmonia Mundi label. And deservedly 

so. The authenticity with which they express the Renaissance masters is what draws you back 400 years. They conjure well the 

sense of timelessness this music projects, with accurate balance and instinctive pacing. They make pitch-perfect ensemble 

intonation seem simple, but many singers will attest that this is one of the hardest things to achieve when singing a capella. The 

quality of the recording itself sits them in the proper setting of a small chapel and not a cavernous cathedral. 

Do your soul some good. Turn off the outside world, turn down the lights, and put this on. Bask in the glow of music that in its 

innocent simplicity, attains perfection.” 
 

The Guardian “These are transcendently beautiful choral settings, a sequence of 18 unaccompanied, four-part motets that are both profoundly 

restrained and dramatically compelling at the same time; (…). Using 14 singers, Stile Antico’s performance – the settings for 

each day separated by plainsong – seems to capture that mix of austerity and contained intensity perfectly.” 

 

The Sunday Times “The beautifully blended voices of Stile Antico approach these 18 expressive, cleverly varied Holy Week pieces, (…), with a 

poised devoutness rather than theatricality.” 

Positive Feedback “… Stile Antico once again proves that they are, without doubt, one of the most impressive vocal ensembles before the public 

today... The final track (…)[‘O Domine Jesu Christi’s,’]quiet beauty (which includes dynamic development and more tonal 

adventurousness) is the perfect thing to lend closure to what might otherwise be a program that, by its very nature, can only tell 

less than the entire story of Holy Week.” 

 

Télérama “A whole dramaturgy appears in filigree, carried by the subtle and fervent intertwining of a music deprived of any austerity, 

remarkably served by the twelve British musicians of Stile Antico.” 

Early Music America “Stile Antico was made to sing this music. Their commitment to bringing musical texts to life by pushing dynamic boundaries and 

unapologetically, even defiantly exploring the gamut of human emotion meets its soulmate in Victoria’s dramatic settings of these 

heart-wrenching texts.” 

 
 


